2019 Mulholland Mohler Residents Meeting

JUDGE LEADERS – Team 1- 4 in the Alagia)

JUDGE LEADER 1 – STEPHANIE DETTERLINE (1-6) – Alagia trade with MANGLA GULATI
Team Members – Sean Shieh (7-12), Justin White (13-18), Sadaf Mustafa (19-24)

JUDGE LEADER 2 – MANGLA GULATI (25-30) Alagia – trade with STEPHANIE DETTERLINE
Team Members – Bernadette Siaton (31-36), Christina Koch (37 - 42), George Lawrence (43-48)

JUDGE LEADER 3 – STEVE SISSON (49-54) – Alagia – trade with ESKANDAR YAZAJI
Team Members – Joe Fuscaldo (55-60), Fern Jeffries (61-66), Rose Marie Maraj (67-72)

JUDGE LEADER 4 – ESKANDAR YAZAJI – (73- 78) Alagia – trade with STEVE SISSON
Team Members – Nargiz Mugnalinskaya (79 – 84), Radhika Vij (85 -90), Amteshwar Singh (91 – 96)

Teams 5 -9 in the Lower Level of the Lobby

JUDGE LEADER 5 – ERICA JOHNSON – (97 – 102) – Lower Level trade WITH SURENDRAN MARUR
Team Members – Mariah Robertson (103 – 108), April Fitzgerald (109 – 114), Joshua Hartzell (115 - 120)

JUDGE LEADER 6 – SURENDRAN MARUR (121-126) Lower Level trade with ERICA JOHNSON
Team Members – Saha Kumar (127 – 132), Hmu Minn, (133- 138), Lisa Greisman (139-144)

JUDGE LEADER 7 – JANAKI DEEPAK (145 – 150) RECEIVE POSTERS FROM JL 9 RICHARD POMERANTZ –
GIVE YOUR POSTERS TO JL 8 ASHA THOMAS
Team Members – Nabin Karki (151 – 156), Pauline Daley (157 – 162), Charmian Sittambalam (163 -168)

JUDGE LEADER 8 – ASHA THOMAS (169 – 174) RECEIVE POSTERS FROM JANAKI DEEPAK (JL 8)
GIVE YOUR POSTERS TO JUDGE LEADER 9 RICHARD POMERANTZ
Team Members – Ravitej Khun Khun (175-180), John Cmar (181-186), Stephanie DeLoach (187-192)

JUDGE LEADER 9 – RICHARD POMERANTZ (193 – 198) RECEIVE POSTERS FROM ASHA THOMAS JUDGE LEADER 8
GIVE POSTERS TO JANAKI DEEPAK JUDGE LEADER 7
Team Members – Ricardo Conti (199-204), Huong Nguyen (205-210)

CHIEF JUDGES

Richard Williams & Sapna Kuehl
Located in the Alagia – Will have teams 1 – 4 – Stephanie Detterline, Mangla Gulati, Steve Sisson & Eskandar Yazaji

Paul Foster & Dobbin Chow
Located in the Lower Level Lobby – Will have teams 5 -9 – Erica Johnson, Surendra Marur, Janaki Deepak, Asha Thomas and Richard Pomerantz